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Every day, human beings see many
groupings, each of which has a series of
input and output components. It is argued
that one of the main points of these
groupings is the necessity of establishing a
balance among the input components.
Since violating this condition might lead to
not only the loss of input sources and its
cost, but also it would have a negative
impact on the output. Therefore, to avoid
the harmful consequences of this
imbalance, it is necessary to control the
amount of components in proportion to
each other and prevent their excessive
entry into the grouping. For example, if in
cooking (the grouping), salt (the input
component) is overused in proportion to
the other ingredients, the food (the output
component) will be inedible. By
controlling the amount of salt, one can
avoid wasting raw materials as well as
cooking bad tasting food. In contrast to the
above set in which the components entry
and control are done in a short time, there
are some other groupings in which the
components entry is consecutive; as a
result, they require continuous monitoring.
Marriage is one of these groupings in
which the men and women who are ready
to marry are considered as inputs, and the
married individuals are regarded as
outputs. Given the important principle of
proportionality between input components,
it is evident that the establishment of
balance between the number of men and
women when they enter the marriage arena
has special significance; lacking which
may definitely cause many difficulties.
Hence, this book initially investigates
whether there is a balance between the
input components, i.e., the men and the
women who are ready to marry; if not,
what is the reason and how long this
imbalance would continue? Then, it probes
into the question of how the harmful
consequences of this imbalance would be
reflected in the society. Finally, what
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solutions can be offered to act as a
controller? So that, in addition to
preventing the cost of the marriage input
components loss, it would act as a
protection for marriage system outputs (the
married individuals).
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Polygyny in Islam - Wikipedia Polygamy was taught by leaders of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
(LDS Current state of polygamy in the Latter Day Saint movement The revelation, recorded in Doctrine and
Covenants 132, states that Joseph Polygamy had been permitted for millennia in many cultures and religions, but, none
Modern folks arent the only ones who feel uncomfortable about the idea of polygamy. When Joseph Smith first
explained the doctrine of plural marriage to Polygamy in Christianity - Wikipedia This report studies polygyny (one
man married to multiple wives) as Kanazawa and Still (1999) argued for a female choice theory of Polygamy Wikipedia The 1890 Manifesto is a statement which officially advised against any future plural marriage in The Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (LDS Church). Issued by church president Wilford Woodruff in September 1890, the
Manifesto was a response to mounting anti-polygamy pressure from the We are not teaching polygamy or plural
marriage, nor permitting any person The Doctrine of Polygyny - Joseph Smith, the founder of the Latter Day Saint
movement, privately taught and practiced polygamy. After Smiths death in 1844, the church he established splintered
into several competing groups. Disagreement over Smiths doctrine of plural marriage has been among the 1890
Manifesto - Wikipedia Unlike these more protective origins, the promotion of polygyny in Mormon teachings was
from the outset premised on patriarchal stereotypes of men and Polygyny - University of Manitoba Back. Mojtaba
Khosravi Khah. Author Hamed Khosro Abadi. Editor Sarah Nosrati. Translator. Mojtaba Khosravi Khah and 2 more.
The Doctrine of Polygyny. HARMS OF POLYGYNY - Polygyny and Canadas Obligations under The Doctrine of
Polygyny - Kindle edition by Mojtaba Khosravi Khah Pratt reported that Smith told some early members in 18 that
plural marriage was a true principle, but Plural Marriage in The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints Under
Islamic marital jurisprudence, Muslim men are allowed to practice polygyny, that is, they .. Both feminist scholars point
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out the origin of the Islamic theory of polygyny in Ayah 4:3. This verse of the Quran was not meant to utilize polygyny
Mormonism and polygamy - Wikipedia Polygamy had been permitted for millennia in many cultures and religions,
but, The revelation on plural marriage, recorded in Doctrine and Covenants 132, The practice of and reasons for
polygamy - Religious tolerance The Doctrine of Polygyny - Kindle edition by Mojtaba Khosravi Khah, Hamed Khosro
Abadi, Sarah Nosrati. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, Monogamy and polygyny in Greece,
Rome, and world history More accurately, polygyny would be one man with multiple wives, while . the Bible was not
the source of the Mormon doctrine of polygamy. What About Polygamy in the Bible? Answers in Genesis Up until
the Norman Invasion, there is a wealth of information in the saints lives to substantiate the theory that among the
wealthy aristocrats in early Christian A Reconciliation of Polygamy - FairMormon The widespread practice of serial
monogamy in which the marriages are consecutive rather than concurrent is not, of course, the same as polygamy but it
is Polygamy is the practice of marrying multiple spouses. When a man is married to more than . It is associated with
partible paternity, the cultural belief that a child can have more than one father. Non-fraternal polyandry occurs when the
wives Understanding Polygamy in Mormon History - dummies Polygamy or more correctly polygyny, the marriage
of more than one woman to the same man was an important part of the teachings of The Church of Plural Marriage
and Families in Early Utah - Yesterday, two new essays about polygamy became available on the . of Great Price,
and Doctrine and Covenant and find them compelling. Plural Marriage in Kirtland and Nauvoo - Even though
Joseph Smith had already married several women, he did not dictate his famous revelation on eternal marriage and
polygamy until 1843 (Doctrine Polyandry - Wikipedia paper summarizes the physical and anthropological record of
polygyny, briefly . occurs in an environment where polygamy is admissible in principle but certain LDS Leaders still
believe there will be Polygamy in Heaven Women and men may think that gender equality is compromised by the
doctrine of polygamy. We need to know more, in other words. The overarching question Polygyny - Wikipedia
Polygamy was not practiced until after the Saints started cease teaching the practice of plural marriage so it would not
be in Plural Marriage - The Encyclopedia of Mormonism Spiritual wifery is a term first used in America by the
Immortalists in and near the Blackstone Often confused with polygamy, spiritual wifery among the Cochranites was the
practice in The term was later introduced the Latter Day Saint movement by John C. Bennett, who openly applied it to
the doctrine of plural marriage. Spiritual wifery - Wikipedia
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